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Color represents the number of times an input pixel is utilized by VGG-19

Why Padding?

No Padding SAME 0-Padding

pixel space pixel space



Problems with Zero Padding

It can skew the learnt filters
if applied unevenly.

It can induce line artifacts
in feature maps.

It can incur mild foveation 
in the pixel space.
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Strided convolution might consume 0-padding unevenly:

Stride: 2



224 x 224 112 x 112 56 x 56  28 x 28  14 x 14

Resnet-18 Resnet-50 Resnet-101

Uneven padding ⟹ skewed filters:



225 x 225 113 x 113 57 x 57  29 x 29  15 x 15

Resnet-18 Resnet-50 Resnet-101

Even padding ⟹ symmetric mean filters:



Top-1 (and Top-5) Accuracy on ImageNet

Symmetric filters ⟹ higher accuracy (and shift invariance)
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Artificially suppressed activation at certain locations 



Mean filter response per layer (with random inputs)

Feature maps under 0-padding



Feature maps under mirror padding

Mean filter response per layer (with random inputs)



Stimulus Detectability at Different Locations



Mitigated artifacts ⟹ higher accuracy (and shift invariance)
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SAME 0-padding mildly marginalizes the periphery:

Illustrations on small inputs and one layer

Input Space (512x512) of VGG-19



SAME 0-padding mildly marginalizes the periphery:

Boundary marginalization is more extensive in smaller inputs (relative to input size):

Deeper CNN => more “foveation” Uneven padding => skewed effects
ResNet-50 ResNet-101 225x225 input 224x224 input

computed for 
ResNet-50



Summary

 Zero padding can:

- Skew the learned filters during downsampling.

Consider eliminating uneven padding.

Consider rigid kernels (maxpool, avgpool).

- Induce line artifacts in the feature maps.

- Marginalize the periphery in the pixel space.

Circular or symmetric mirror padding:

- Mitigate these issues.

Might fit your task better - worth trying.

mind-the-pad.github.io 
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Other Padding Schemes Can Also Incur “Foveation” Effect 
Under Different Padding Schemes



Full Padding



Uneven Application of Padding

Color represents the number of time an input pixel is utilized in ResNet-50



Padding Mode and Symmetry of Average Filter

Input size is 224x224, leading to uneven padding at every downsampling layer

ResNet-18 ResNet-50



Mirror (SYMMETRIC)

0-Padding

Feature-Maps in ResNet-18


